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TITLE : CSAT TEST 1
EXPLANATION AND SOLUTION
Q1)Answer[a]
Passage essentially describes the various ways in which human can be different .The passage
tries to tells that human can diverse Creatures .
Q2)Answer [d]
In the above passage
Option a : This is one of the logical inferences but not the but not the most significant and
practical inference.
Option b – The intensity of dependence of each other is not given in passage just held that they
are dependent on each other.
Option c- Successful model for reducing carbon footprint is the out of the context of the
passage.
Option d – This is the most logical inference out of the passage
Q3) Answer [c]
Statement 1 – Human capital development strategy need to be changed as per changing time thus with
technological improvement access to technology is necessary for human
development.
.Statement 2 – The passage tells that technological changes are impacting the labour market so
it can be assumed that relevant transformation is education sector is also required.
Statement 3 –Assumption is correct because author advocates for the focus on investment in human
capital which leads to social wellbeing and economic prosperity thus investment in
vulnerable labour groups become important
Thus all of the above statements assumed above can hold true.

Q4)Answer[c]
The main idea in the passage depite movements towards political,social,and economical equality
expecting a culturally homogeneous society is not possible .Hence both the statement are true .
Q5)Answer[c]
D is the father of A and grandfather of F.so A is the father of F .Thus D and A are two father .C
is sister of Fso C is daughter of A .Since there is only one motherit is evident that E wife of A
and hence mother of C and F so B is Brother Of A .There are three brothers so F is brother of C.

Q6]Answer [d]
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D is the father of A and grandfather of F.so A is the father of F .Thus D and A are two father .C
is sister of Fso C is daughter of A .Since there is only one motherit is evident that E wife of A
and hence mother of C and F so B is Brother Of A .There are three brothers so F is brother of C.
Q7]Answer [d]
Statement b is incorrect since both Marx and Weber touch upon the historical aspects of modern
capitalism. It is clear from this sentence: “Marx's project is similar to Weber's in that, while he does not
devote himself to the historical circumstances which have led to capitalism, he does, like Weber, attempt
to understand how modern capitalism has arisen from the capitalism which preceded it.”
Statement c is incorrect. It is clearly mentioned, “...capitalism manifested itself in a compulsory,
sociallyrooted system from which NO ONE could escape.” Hence, the socially rooted system, as
suggested by Weber, was mandatory and not optional in nature.
Statement a is incorrect. The passage says, “Marx's project is SIMILAR to Weber's in that, while he does
not devote himself to the historical circumstances which have led to capitalism, he does, like Weber,
attempt to understand how modern capitalism has arisen from the capitalism which preceded it.” Hence,
there are elements of similarity between their work. It does not mean there is no difference.
Statement d is correct. It is clear from the above explanations. Also, the last line of the passage says,
“Thus, Marx, like Weber, contextualizes the origins of modern capitalism, delineating the historical
process by which capitalism has manifested itself in its contemporary form.” Thus, it can be safely
concluded that both Mars and Weber concur on the historical antecedents of modern capitalism.
Q8)Answer [a]
Both the statements are mutually contradictory, hence only one of them can be correct. This eliminates
option C.
Statement 1 is a valid assumption. The analyses of both Marx and Weber are similar in that both
acknowledge the role of historical contexts in the emergence of modern capitalism. Hence, they use the
same tool (historical contextualisation) to study a present day phenomenon (modern capitalism).
Statement 2 is an invalid assumption since the passage implies that despite making use of history, there is
a difference between the works of Marx and Weber. Difference between their works: Marx does not
devote himself to the historical circumstances which have led to capitalism, unlike weber. Similarity
between their works: Both attempt to understand how modern capitalism has arisen from the capitalism
which preceded it.

Q9) Answer [a]
By statement 1:
Pawan_ _ Santosh Ashok
By statement 2:
Amit _ Ashok
By statement 3:
Harshal _ Santosh Ashok
By statements 1 and 2:
Pawan _ Amit Santosh Ashok
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Clearly we can see that Harshal will be placed on blank space. Here, we can say that Amit is exactly at
the middle of the row.
By statements 2 and 3:
Harshal Amit Santosh Ashok
Clearly we can see that we cannot find the exact place of Pawan. So, we cannot say that who stands
exactly at the middle of the row.
By statements 1 and 3:
Pawan Harshal _ Santosh Ashok
Clearly we can see that Amit will be placed on blank space. Hence, Amit is exactly at the middle of the
row. But the combination of statements 1 and 3 is not given in the options.
Hence, only option (a) is correct.
Q10) Answer[d]
In the above passage
Option a) In the passage it has been advised that even green growth is not sustainable.
Passage does not talk on diverges between the sustainable growth and inclusive growth.
Option b) In the passage it is not advised that economics should be restricted to human
subsistence but one which promotes social welfare as well.
Option c) There is no debate in the passage on one health approach and relations with green
growth.
Thus Option d is the crux of the passage which advocates for an economic system which keeps
in mind both planetary welfare and social welfare.

Q11) Answer :[ b]
Only pair of prime Number with gap of 2
3

5

7

Hence N2-33=3
N2=36
N=+6,-6
Hence Only 2 Values Possible
Q12)Answer [d]
Divisibility test
Addition (Sum of all the numbers) must be divisible by 9
7+1+2+9+2+4+6+5=36
And 36/9=4
Completely Divisible
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Q13 ) Answer [b]
Option a- is incorrect. The passage mentions that the destructive power of fire is necessary for the
preservation of other ecosystems. Hence, if there is no fire, other ecosystems might be adversely affected.
Therefore, frequent forest fires should be regulated, not all forest fires. Option B follows from this
analysis. If all forms of forest fires are prevented, it might prevent the development of natural fauna and
flora in other ecosystems. This may have disastrous consequences in the long run. Hence, option B is a
logical corollary to the above passage.
Option c- is incorrect. This answer option merely restates a fact already mentioned in the passage. It
does not make any proposition which the questions demands
Option d- is also incorrect. The very first line of the passage says, “In a rainforest like the Amazon,
massive forest fires are a disaster.” Hence, it would be incorrect to say that Amazon fires are not
disastrous.
.
Q14) Answer [d]
Statement 1 is an invalid assumption. The passage quotes the case of Amazon which is a rainforest. It
would be incorrect to assume that forest fires predominantly occur in rainforests like Amazon. It is
probable that other types of forests witness more frequent fires.
Statement 2 is also an invalid assumption. The passage clearly says that within three years of the fire
nothing grows in the exhausted soil. Hence, the leftover ash does not help the forest soil address its
nutrient deficiency. They might be getting washed away by rain. Tough it may be true in some places, it is
not a rule.
Q15)Answer[b]
In the above passage
Statement 1 is not a valid assumption because the passage no where talks of the Indian model of
economic management. We should not assume anything out of the passage.
Statement 2 is a valid assumption because passage apprehends of the lack of even
distribution out of the capitalist model so smart economies must focus on creating exchange
that create new commonwealth.
Thus only statement 2 is a valid assumption.

Q16) Answer [d]
hot
day
very

3
5
6

Q17) Answer[d]
a is not the most exact and essencial corollary as the focus is not on the health of children but
overall state of pollution of Delhi from a macro prospective .b describes current situation as per
the passage it is not a corollary. c is an exaggerated statement to describe the situation in Delhi
.The next step would be control the situation Hence Statement d is right answer.
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Q18) Answer [b]
Statement a is only partially correct . Statement b explains the reason why MTP Act needs
amendment which is the focus of the passage .c and d are both correct however are not most
essential message being conveyed by the passage .
Q19) Answer:[c]
LCM of 4 numbers 24,36,48,64
2
24
36
3
12
18

48
24

64
32

4
2
3

4
1
1

6
6
3

8
2
1

32
8
4

4

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

Now LCM= 2x3x34x2x3x4
=576
And Convert time in Seconds ; 7 hrs 12 minutes
: 7x60 +12
: 432 minutes
:432*60 seconds
Hence :
432x60
_____________= 45
576
Note :45+ 1(Starting Common Rings )= 46
Q20)answer[b]
While the passage does state that very few engineering graduates are employable ,it does not
assume that it solely on account of poor quality of education .The passage is silent on the reason
behind it.
Q21) Answer[c]
The central focus of the passage is on describing the situation of jobless growth , the threats it
poses ,the reason for it etc .
Q22)Answer [d]
S=XYZ+YZX+ZXY
(100X+10Y+1Z)+(100Y+10Z+1X)+(100Z+10X+1Y]
111X+111Y+111Z
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111(X+Y+Z)
Now put any value in X,Y,Z always divisible by 3.
3 X 37 (X+Y+Z)
Now 111=3X37
And it is divisible by 37
Hence 1 and 3 right 2 is wrong
If we put X=1 Y=2 Z=4
777/9=86.33 Not complete divisible by 9
Q23) Answer [a]
Tricks:
10

7

X

11

8

X

12

9

3

123-93=1728-729=999
Hence 122-92=63
Q24) Answer [d]
The given word SMART contains 5 letters all are different
Hence 5x4x3x2x1=120
Q25 Answer [a]

acac/abab/acac/abab/acac
Q26) Answer [d]
Tricks : 11 years
Calendar for the year 2018 will be the same as for the year 2007
Q27]Answer [b]
Always such ype of numerical there is loss
Short cut Tricks
16x16/10x10
256/100
2.56%
Q28) Answer [c]
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Q29)Answer [b]
`Reasoning Marks 62% of 150=93
Marks obtain by Akshay in all 3 subjects (Average) 68% of 150=150x68/100=102
Maths
Reasoning English
Marks

116

93

Deviation
from
Average

116102=+14

93-102= -9

14-9= 5

Overall Deviation should be zero hence
102-5=97

Q30)Answer[b]
The passage is explaining the ways in which social media has transformed the way we consume
news .The focus is on explaining how whatsapp is being used to communicate effectively as well
as reach out to a wider audience .Hence b is most corret conclusion .a nd d are wrong it is away
from central theme of the passage . c is not the coclusion but argument to central point of
passage .
Q31) Answer [c]
Assumption is an unstated or hidden fact which supports the conclusion or arguments made in the
passage.
Statement 1 is also valid. Coevolution is defined as the process of reciprocal evolutionary change that
occurs between pairs of species or among groups of species as they interact with one another. And, the
passage says “Ecosystems also can be thought of as the interactions among all organisms in a given
habitat and may result in ADAPTATIONS for mutual benefit; for instance, relationship of flowering
plants and associated pollinators
Statement 2 is a valid assumption. First line of the passage says, “An ecosystem is a group of animals and
plants living in a specific region and interacting with one another and with their physical environment.”
Thus, this statement inherently means that an ecosystem is a community within which biotic and abiotic
components interact among themselves.
.” Thus, it can be safely assumed that coevolution occurs in a mutually
dependent manner as is evident from the example cited in the above sentence.
www.goaltideias.com
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Q32[c]
Message of a passage implies the intent of the author behind the passage. It gives a sense of the motive of
the author behind writing the passage.
Option a is incorrect. It is only reflecting the definition of an ecosystem evident from the first line of the
passage: “An ecosystem is a group of animals and plants living in a specific region and interacting with
one another and with their physical environment”. It does not cover the broader message being conveyed
by the passage.
Option b is also incorrect. This statement may seem to capture the harsh reality given the widespread
ecological damage done by anthropogenic factors. However, it is not the message which the author
intends to convey through this passage.
Statement c is correct. It most nearly encapsulates the intent of the passage. Last line of the passage says,
“An important part of ecosystem management involves finding ways to protect and enhance
economic and social well-being while protecting local ecosystems.” Hence, there should be harmony
among different components of the ecosystem.
Statement d is incorrect. The passage intends to say that the overall well-being of human life lies in the
sustainability of the ecosystem as a whole. However, it would be an exaggeration to say that human life
cannot be IMAGINED if the demands of ecosystem are ignored. Life may still exist albeit in an
unsustainable manner.

Q33) Answer [b]
English + Maths both passed 73%
English pass=80%
Only English Pass=80-73=7%
Maths passed =85%
Only maths passed =85-73=12%
All Passed =7+73+12=92%
Candidates Fail in Both Subject:100-92=8%

Q34)Answer [b]
57265738373257273482678
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Q35) Answer [d]
Cotton cannot be grown universally due to geographic requirements .The passage states that
cotton is used universally and capitalism has had a role play in that .Rest option useless and out
of the context.
Q36)Answer [b]
Option a is incorrect. The passage focussed on supply side aspect of population rise – ensuring food
security even in the times of rapid population rise. Population control measures is a demand side aspect
which is beyond the scope of this passage.
Option b is correct: The passage cites an IPCC report which says that a shift towards a more plant-based
diet is considered a healthy and sustainable dietary option. Hence, this shift in dietary habit can help in
combating climate change.
Option c is incorrect. It is mentioned that plant-based diet is a healthy and sustainable dietary
option. There is also a need to augment food supplies per unit availability of water. However, it would be
incorrect to infer that conservation of water resources can offset the need to shift to plant-based diets.
Option d is Incorrect: The passage recommends a MORE plant-based diet and low meat diets. It would
bean exaggeration to say that ONLY plant-based diets should be consumed to prevent climate change.
Q37 Answer [c]
Statement 1 is correct: The passage delineates low meat consumption and more plant-based diets to
prevent climate change. It means that the author has assumed that a high animal-based diet results in an
increase in release of greenhouse gases in the environment.

Q38)Answer [b]
The terms „big head‟ and „fat belly‟ refer to the change in this pyramidal pattern.
“Heavy belly” refers to a dramatic increase in the size of the lower middle class, and “big head” refers to
rising income inequality.

Q39) Answer [ b]
Number of Person =Total salary/Each Person Salary

Male
6
4
6x3=18

Total
Each
No of
person(cross
multiply)
Answer
18

Female
5
3
5x4=20

20

Hence 9x2/10x2
=9:10
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Q40)Answer [a]
We have A=B-3.
A+C=2E
D+5=E
B+D=A+C=2E
Solving all equations we get
E=30, D=25 ,B=35 ,A=32 ,C=28
Q41) Answer [d]
Option aAnd b out of the context . Option c is a conclusion not a corollary. D is correct because
BAT is a low cost device which can assist the visually impaired people of India
Q42)Answer[c]
The third line (...that seeking such a punishment “would be a regressive step in the field of
sentencing and reformation”) of the paragraph clearly indicates that punishment should not be
for retribution but to reform the convict. Thus the first assumption is correct. It is evident from
the paragraph that the government went against the recommendations of Verma Committee, and
awarded death penalty to the convicts. One of the underlying assumptions behind this move is
that awarding strict punishments like death penalty would act as a deterrent to such heinous
crimes. Hence, statement 2 is also correct. Though the passage states that, “It is a fact that sexual
crimes against women have not come down since the Delhi case.” But it is a fact and not an
assumption. The assumption being made is that crime rates should go down if stringent
punishments are meted out.
Q43)Answer[a]
Add the ratio :16+9=25
Out of 25 there are 16e female
hence
(16/25)x100=64%
Q44)Answer [a]
Short cut Tricks
81+89 add unit digit 1+9=10
82+.88 add unit digit 2+8=10
83+87 add unit digit 3+7=10
And so on
Another Trick
5

x

even = 0

Take any even Number :
84 x 85= unit digit 0
www.goaltideias.com
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4 x 5 =unit digit 0
Q45)Answers[a]
42+22+12=21
52+32+82=98
62+72+ 32=94
(36+49+9)=94
Q46)Answer [c]
Option b is an umbrella statement which can not be concluded .In the field of technology they
share a symbiotic relationship and are thus partner in the field of technology.

Q47) Answer [b]
Required ways : 14C11
(14x13x12)/(1x2x3)
Answer: 364

Q48)Answer [b]
Marks of first 7 paper :7x42=294
Marks of last 7 paper :35x7:245
Addition of these Marks(294+245)=539
Marks of 13 paper:13x40=520
Marks in the seventh paper:539-520=19
Q49)Answer [d]
2

2x2=4

4x3=12

12x4=48

A (2 gap)

D(2 gap)

G(2gap)

J (H,I
2gap)

13 (+4)

17 (+6)

23

Q50) Answer [d ]
Hint : first find two numbers

a:12 and b:2
Hence axb=12x2=24
Q51)Answer [c]
www.goaltideias.com
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Hence Original Price of saree :
3060x100/85=3600/And now 20% profit seller wants
3600x120/100=4320/Q52) Answer[c]
b is wrong as the passage never states that native people were ignorant about their history
.Statement d out of the context . Statement a is partially correct when it says history was
manipulated However the myth of benevolent despotism is extra from what it being talked about
in the passage
Q53)Answer [d]
Milk
Water
Milk
Make them New Milk New Water
+water
equal
First vessel 7
8
15
15x6=90
7x6=42
8x6=48
Second
Vessel

13

5

18

18x5=90

13x5=65

5x5=25

42+65=107 48+25=73
107

73

Q54) Answers:[a]

(A) Fans are not bulbs → True (Fans are tubes and tubes are not bulb this implies fans are not blub)
(B) All tubes are fans → False (This can be possible but not denfinite)
(C) Fans are bulbs → False (It is definitely false as Fans are tubes and tubes are not bulb this implies
fans are not blub)
(D) No tube is bulb → True (It is clearly given statements)
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Hence, only (A) and (D) are true.
Q55) Answer [c]
In the Above passage
Option a)– it effective bans are there it cannot enter into the same nation again so option D is
incorrect.
Option b)– Although there are concerns that waste can move to various places but there is no
talk on the making global binding laws to control them. Thus 8option B is not correct.
Option c) is correct because the feature of waste to move from one place to other through
various medium has been discussed in the passage.
Option d) – If is nowhere suggested by the author to decentralize the waste management as
strategy for better waste management.
Q56) Answer [a]
In the above pasage
Option a holds correct because author advocate for replanting the trees in the Long term
when it is sustainable and balance the sequestered carbon
Option b is incorrect because there is no talk on developed and developing countries in the
passage so it is out of the context of the passage.
Option c - The pasage is against replanting the forest in the short term because of issues like
carbon sequestration.
Q57)Answer[a]
Statement 1 valid assumption because advocates that rather than replantation we should try to
reduce gas emissions at source only through changing consumption pattern and increased
efficiency.
Statement 2 is incorrect because pasage the author nowhere talks about the Indian
laws and regulations.So assuming outside the passage is wrong assumption.

Q58) Answer[a]
In the above passage
Statement 1 is true because author talks of the investment on health so increasing access to
contraception can be one method of it.
Statement 2 is also correct because making women community leaders have direct implication
on the food security because of the large number of women employee in the agriculture sector.
Statement 3 is not correct because passage does not talk of government of India schemes
which is out of the context of the passage.
Thus only statement 1 and 2 can be the most practical implications.
Q59)Answer[c]
In the above passage
Factors that can be considered by policy makers are
Statement 1 s true because rural roads are directly linked to food production and supply thus
food security.
Statement 2 is not directly related to food security because cotton is cash crop which have no
implication on food security directly .
www.goaltideias.com
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Statement 3 is true because cold storage chains are one measure component of food security.
Statement 4 -Marketing of agri export have very little direct implication on the food security of
nation .Thus policy makers can avoid it.
Q60)Answer [d]
Option a is wrong as #MeToo movement may have changed the attitude - now the wrong doings have
greater chance of being exposed. The passage also mentions about male employees being fired based on
the allegations made by their female colleagues. Hence, the movement is a step in the direction of
improving the conditions of workplace.
Option b is incorrect. It would be an exaggeration to say that sexual harassment at workplace would cease
to exist after the #MeToo movement. Yes, there probably would be reduction in such cases after
widespread exposure by females around the globe.
Option c can be correct. The silence on the part of victims of sexual harassment might have presented
workplace in a positive light. The exposure by victims might change this perception of the workplace.
However, the passage does not talk about the general perception of workplace in pre-‟#MeToo‟ world. It
is probable that the workplaces were infamous for some other reasons. Let‟s put this option on hold.
Option d can also be correct. #MeToo movement encouraged many women to come forward and
narratetheir ordeal. This will give a moral boost to other sections of victims who might have faced
ordeal or harassment of some other kind. Hence, this answer option sounds more appropriate.
Q61)Answer (d)
Statement 1 is incorrect. What goes on in the minds of the accused is beyond the scope of this
passage. The passage restricts its domain to brief elaboration (with historical context) of #MeToo
movement, and its consequences.
Statement 2 can be a corollary to the given passage. It is not an assumption.
Q62)Answer [d]
OPPOSITE PAIRS
2

4

1

6

5

3

Hence answer (d)

Q63) Answer [a]
A

72

8x5

72x5=360

A+B

40

8x9

40x9=360

B

B

90

www.goaltideias.com
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Q64) Answer [a]

Q65)Answer[b]
A
Positive (fill)
B (negative)

16

16x3=48
(+3)
24x2=48
(-2)

Negative(empty) 24

A=3x30=90
B=
90-48=42/2
B=21
minutes

Q66)Answer[c]
The above pasage talks about the inter linkage between political power social capital and
human capital. So
Statement 1 which held that social capital influence human capital also holds true because of
inter linkage among all of them.
.Statement 2 which held that human capital influences social capital holds true
Thus both are correct.

Q67) Answer [c]
In the above passage
Statement 1 is true because passage upper class parents can afford even the private schools which is
exclusive to them and public schools are open to all so they are not excluded from there thus the
argument is true with respect to passage
Statement 2 is also true because explain the privileges available to the affluent section
of the society which also includes the privileges mentioned in the options

Q68) Answer[b]
He walk 8 km in 1 hour
Means 4 km In 30 minutes
2 km in 15 minutes
Hence 6 km in :30+15=45 minutes
But he take after every kilometer 4 minutes
In 6 km journey he rest 5 times
5x4=20 minutes
Hence Total Time he takes :45+20=65 Minutes
www.goaltideias.com
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Q69)Answer[b]
In the above passage
Option a is not a significant corollary because passage nowhere suggest to calculate the global footprint
rather it suggest for precautionary and regulatory measures
Statement 2 is valid assumption because
Option b - is most significant corollary because the passage suggest for the precautionary
regulative measure.
Option c is correct with respect to general environmental concepts but in the pasage it cannot
be most significant corollary.
Option d - Passage does not focus on the 4th industrial
revolution rather it focuses on other regulatory need to reduce the damage to environment

Q70)Answer[c]
The environmental realm is defined by the harm that is not irreversible, as per this passage.
Thus for policy makers, it is very different from other areas which can be revisited and
Reversed Since environmental damage is not reversible, we should foresee the harms and prevent it,
Thus both the assumptions are valid and flows logically and practically from the passage.

Q71)Answer [d]
In the above passage
Statement 1 is neither suggested in the passage nor direct inference which can be derived so
it cannot be a policy implication.
Statement 2 which talks of coal mining regulation is out of the context of the pasage.
Neither 1 nor 2 statements are explicitly mentioned.

Q72)Answer[c]
Add length of train and length of bridge get total distance:350+250=600 meter
Time 20 seconds
Hense speed=distance/time
600/20
=30m/s
Note :But they ask in km/hr
Hence 30x18/5=108km/hr
Note: 1 (m/s)= 18/5 (km/hr)
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Q73) Answer [c] The statement mentions that the world for man is as he makes it himself .So
some people might find it good and some quite bad .Thus both I and II follows .
Q74) Answer [b]
Number of boys who passed
15+1+28=44
Total Number of boys in the class: 44+6+5= 55

Q75) Answer [b]
Ashok/Vikrant=600/540
Ashok /Vikrant=10/9

Vikrant/Ajay=500/475
=20/19
Now equal ratio:
Ashok
Vikrant
10x20
9x20
200
180
Hence Ashok-Ajay=200-171=29 meter
For 200 meter 29 meter
(200x2) =400 meter and 29x2=58 meter
And for 400 meter 58 meter

Ajay
19x9
171

Q76) Answer [b]
Passage talks about lost potential of the internet due to human actions statement 1 is
absolutist statement .
Q77)Answer [a]
In the above passage
Option a is most significant implication because it is broader option which includes both
citizen and non citizen within its border.
Option b is not crux of the passage because it is narrow aspect of the passage which calls for
protection only of citizens and excludes non citizens.
Option c is incorrect because nation can. protect its citizens even outside the border.
Option d is incorrect because nation can also protect non citizens within its border

Q78) Answer[a]
In the above pasage
Statement 1 is correct because citizenship is a kind of privilege which also guarantees human
right protections and it is also upheld by the passage
www.goaltideias.com
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Statement 2 is incorrect because even in democracies monopoly on violence lies with the
nation state.
Thus 1 alone is correct and a is answer

Q79) Answer[a]
The passage talks about futility of targeted killings through drone strikes which is proving
to be of no use to anyone .
Q80) Answer [a]
Two digits prime Numbers :
Note : There are 25 prime numbers between 0 to 100
Two digit prime numbers are following :
11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61,67,71,73,79,83,89,97
In that Bold Prime Numbers and also prime Number when reversing it
We have to find sum of these Numbers
Hence adding all these :13+17+31+37+71+73+79+97
=418
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Question
Answer
1
a
2
d
3
c
4
c
5
c
6
d
7
d
8
a
9
a
10
d
11
b
12
d
13
b
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
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d
b
d
d
b
c
b
c
d
a
d
a
d
b
c
b
b
c
c
b
b
d
b
c
b
b
a
d
c
a
a
a
c
b
b
d
d
c
c
d
a
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55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
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c
a
a
a
c
d
d
d
a
a
b
c
c
b
b
c
d
c
c
b
b
b
a
a
a
a
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